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1 reference, imported from the Wikimedia Book by Yakai Echon Hjaku Monogatari (絵本百物語, The Book of a Hundred Stories), also ized by Tosanjin Java (桃夜話, Night Stories of Tosanjin) is a book by Yakai illustrated by Japanese artist Takehara Shunsai, published circa 1841. The book was conceived as a continuation of the series
of Gazu Hjakki Yagyo Toriyama Sekien. Like these books, it is a supernatural bestiary of ghosts, monsters and spirits that has had a profound impact on subsequent images of the Yakai in Japan. An author named Tosanjin (桃); however, it is written as Taka Sanjin (桃花). According to Kokusho Semokuroku (Ivanami Shoten), this is
considered the author of the gesaku from the second half of the Edo period, Takaen Mihimaro (桃花園三千麿). You could say that this kind of stowling tale of kaidan (ghost story) book is popular in the Edo period, as 100 tales is part of the title, but instead of fairy tales with story titles, y'kai names are printed with illustrations y'kai, so it can
be said that this work is a fusion of cidan books and books with pictures. This book is also known as Tosanjin Java, because the title on the first page of each volume is Tosanjin Java, Tom. Fellow of Japanese manners and customs Ema Tsutomu (Nihon Y'kai Henka-shi, 1923) and folklorist Fujisawa Morihiko (Hentai Densetsu-shi, 1926),
as well as magazines of the time, presented this book under the name of Tosanjin Java, and therefore this name glorified. On the other hand, Mizuki Shigeru, in his 1979 film Yakai 100 Monogatari, describes it in his references as Ekan Hjaku Monogatari (Author: Tosanjin, Year of Publication: Unknown). It was also recognized that a book
with exactly the same content, entitled Echon Kaidan Soroe, had been published in 2005 by Yumoto Koichi. The title of the foreword has been changed, and the title of each volume is Echon Kaidan Soro Tom, not Tom Tosanjin Java. After studying, this seems to be an earlier publication than Ehon Hyaku Monogatari, with the attitude that
the inscriptions of Tosanjin and Taka Sangin are mixed, and it is also usually assumed that the first edition of Echon Hyaku Monogatari may have been published before 1841. The list of creatures In the illustration below is measured by volume and appearance. For example, the third illustration in the first volume is 1-3 and so on. First
Volume 1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-1 Hakuzasu (⽩蔵主) Main article: Hakuzasu 1-2 Hienma (⾶縁魔) 1-3 Kozai (狐者異) 1-4 Shio -no-choji (塩⻑司) 1-4 Shio-no-Choji (塩⻑司) 1-1-4 Shio-no-Choji (塩⻑司) 5 Isonade (磯撫) Main article: Isonade 1-6 1-7 1-8 11 9 1-6 Sinigami (死神) Main article: Sinigami 1-7 Nojukubi (野宿⽕) 1-8 Nebubori (寝肥)
1-9 Ogama (no蝦蟇) Second Volume 1 2-1 2-2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-1 Mammadanuki (⾖狸) 2-2 Yamatichi (j地乳) 2-3 Yanagi-onna (柳⼥) 2-4 Ryn-no-hee (⽼⽕) Main Article : Rojinbi 2-5 Tyrai-oni (⽼⽕) ⼿洗⿁) 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-6 Shussebor (出世螺) 2 -7 Kyuso (旧⿏) 2-8 Futakuchi-onna (⼆⼝⼥) Main article: Futakuchi-onna 2-9
Moidizashi (溝出) Third Volume 3-1 3-2 3-4 3-1 Kuzunoha (葛の葉) Main article: Kuzunoha 3-2 Shibaemon-tanuki (芝右衛⾨狸) Main article: Shibaemon-tanuki 3-3 Basan (波⼭) Main article: Basan 3-4 Katabiragatsuji (帷⼦辻) 3-5 3-6 3-7 3-8 3-5 Haguro-bettari (⻭黒べったり) 3-6 Akaei-no-uo (⾚ゑいの⿂) 3-7 Funayūrei (船幽霊) Main
article: Funayūrei 3-8 Yuigon-yūrei, Mizukoi-yūrei (遺⾔幽霊, ⽔乞幽霊) Fourth Volume 4-1 4-2 4-3 4-4 4-5 4-1 Teoi-hebi (⼿負蛇) 4-2 Goi-no-hikari (五位の光) Main article: Aosaginohi 4-3 Kasane (累) 4-4 Okiku-mushi (於菊⾍) Main article: Banchō Sarayashiki 4-5 Noteppō (野鉄砲) 4-6 4-7 4-8 4-9 4-6 Tenka (天⽕) Main article: Tenka
(atmospheric ghost light) 4-7 Nogitsune (野狐) Main article: Yako (fox) 4-8 Onikuma (⿁熊) Main article: onikuma 4-9 Kaminari (雷電) Main article: Raijū Fifth Volume 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 5-5 5-1 Azukiarai (⼩⾖洗) Main article: Azukiarai 5-2 Yama-otoko (⼭男) 5-3 Tsutsugamushi (恙⾍) 5-4 Kaze-no-kami (⾵の神) Main article В : Fejin 5-5
Kadjiga-baba (鍛冶-嬶) 5-6 5-7 5-8 5-9 5-6 Yanagi-baba (O) 5-7 Katsura-otoko (桂男 <1> the main article: Wu Gang 5-8 Yoru-no-gakuya (夜楽屋) 5-9 Maikubi (舞⾸) References Echon Hjaku Monogatari's book This article pertaining to Japanese mythology is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte extracted from the Ehon
hyaku monogatari - Kasabe in Ehon hyaku monogatari. Ehon hyaku monogatari (絵百物語, Book of Images of a hundred stories), or Tsanjin Java (桃夜話) is a book of illustrations created by Japanese artist Takehara Shunsen, and published ... ... Wikipedia in English Glossary ukiyo-e - This glossary ukiyo e is designed to facilitate the
search for Japanese words used to define the art of ukiyo e, or to describe Japanese ukiyo e prints, citing other articles. Summary 1 A 2 B 3 C 4 ... Wikipedia on the French bear - Ursin redirects here. For the village, see Ursine, Nevada. For other purposes, see Bear (disambigation). Bears Provisional Range: 38-0 Ma ... Wikipedia Basan
is a bird-like bird illustrated in Echon Hjaku Monogatari. According to the description in the illustration, it resembles a large chicken and breathes ghostly fire from the mouth. He lives in the mountains of Iyo province (today Ehime ... ... Wikipedia Azukitogi - Illustration by Azukiarai Takehara Shunsen from Theogon Hyaku Monogatari.
Azukitogi⾖ぎ, azukitogi... Wikipedia in French Abumi Kuti - Abumi Kuchi es una-e-cryatura peluda il putidara por Toriyama Sekien en Hjaki Tsurekure Bukuro. Pares ser Tsukumami grandfather un estribo. El poema que lo acompa'a sugiere que alguna vez pertenecio a hombre quien haba ca-do en batalla ... Wikipedia Spain Abura-
sumasi - es una criatura del folklore de Amakusa la prefectura de Kumamoto. Abura significa aceite in Japanese, mientras que sumashi significa presionar, apretar o expressir en amakusa. Este esperitu que sorprende a las personas en el paso de las montaas,... ... Wikipedia Aburakago is the so-called oil child in Japanese mythology. It
is located in close proximity to oil lamps. There is little information about this strange y-kai. Aburakago appears as a child and tends to gravitate around ... Spanish Wikipedia Aka-shita is y-kai, appearing in toriyama Sekien's book Gazu Hyakki Yak. The artist paints it like a beast with claws and a hairy face. The body hides behind the black
clouds and draws it over the entrance grille. Inside the mouth ... Spanish Wikipedia Akan someame is a Japanese mythology illustrated by Toriyama Sekine in his first book. Its name means sucking mud. Akanam Toriyama Sekien. You can find it in bathrooms, bathrooms and even... Wikipedia English Automatic Translation: add
exampleen According to Ehon Hyaku Monogatari (Picture Book of a Hundred Stories ), a collection of strange stories during the Edo period , kyuso lived in the stables of a certain house in the Bunmei era . KFTTja 明治 16 年 - 華厳 宗 と ' て 独⽴in that it was also featured in the famous collection of ghost illustrations during the Edo
Konjak Gaza zoku Hjakki (continued illustration of many demons past and present) by Sekien TORIYAMA and in Theon Hjaku Monogatari (Book of The Hundred). KFTTja 午前 3 時 頃 部隊 は ⾺⽴ 場 ⽅⾯ を ⽬指 て 出発 。 Page 1. Two sentences corresponding to the phrase Echon Hjaku Monogatari were found. Found at 1ms.
Memories of the translation are created by a person, but aligned with the computer, which can lead to errors. They come from many sources and are not verified. Be careful. From Commons, free media repository Go to Navigation Go to Search 絵本百物語 (ha); Ekhon Hyaku monogatari (ph); Ekhon Hjaku Monogatari (pt); Ekhon Hjaku
Monogatari (an); 繪本百物語 (zh); Ekhon Hjaku Monogatari (nl) Book y-kai (en); ⽇本奇談集 (ja) 夜楽屋, 桃夜話 (ja); 絵本百物語 (zh); Echon Hjaku Monogatari, Echon Hjaku Monogatari (f) Illustrations from Ekhon Hjaku Monogatari (Tsanjin Java) Java) ehon hyaku monogatari pdf. ehon hyaku monogatari english
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